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2019 was a very difficult year for the whole world, including our country. The corona virus epidemic that appeared in China COVID-19 took over the whole world, and after a while this epidemic acquired the status of a pandemic. In all countries, a crisis has begun, both economically and educationally. Many people were deprived of their permanent earnings, as they were forced to take a mandatory vacation at their own expense. Schools, colleges, and higher education institutions were left without students. The whole world was quarantined. Besides, no one knew when it would end. In such a difficult situation, it was impossible to leave training in the traditional format.

It should be noted that even such an advanced educational system as the foreign one, which has long tested the distance learning format, at that time found itself in a difficult situation: she couldn't make a definite decision. Ptolemy took everyone by surprise.

In our country, this form of education was not perceived quite positively, and many students, as well as schoolchildren, reacted negatively to this form of education. But all the same, soon everything became clear. It is clear that this was an unavoidable decision to protect the health of our entire people.

So what is "distance learning"? What methods and means are used to implement this form of training? Below we will briefly discuss these and similar issues.

"Distance learning" - is a pedagogical process that takes place on the basis of information technologies and telecommunications. This form of training is carried out through educational resource centers, the Internet, and postal services, and is provided mainly through virtual slides.

"Distance learning" -is the process of transferring and assimilating knowledge, skills and methods of acquiring them in the context of special psychological, pedagogical and information and communication technologies based on indirect communication between remote participants. Also, this form of training directs a person to self-development, becoming a sought-after specialist in the future.
Defining a model for implementing distance education is important from the point of view of strategic planning. The preparation of educational, methodical, normative and didactic materials for distance learning, their optimization, systematization, design, as well as the organization of the educational process are carried out on the basis of previously selected model projects.

The education system has always faced such global challenges as fostering and shaping a culture of receiving and processing information for students. If this process is successful, the teacher himself becomes an important guide and leader of this educational process. The teacher assigns the functions of a carrier and distributor of information to information technologies.

Distance learning has entered the global education system as a form of education. Interactive learning has also been introduced into the learning process as a separate part of distance learning. Thus, the education system has found a partial solution to this problem. Schoolchildren and students began to receive education from the comfort of their homes. Although students did not experience any particular difficulties with the perception of distance education, there were still some dissatisfactions with this form of education. But these problems were also gradually resolved.

The main question was to enter the world of knowledge through the Internet space. The student had to learn new rules in the information world, learn how to get correct information in all academic disciplines, as well as be able to process it. In education, the methods of teaching and assimilation of knowledge related to speech, word, and sound go to the background, while teaching images, shapes, colors, and methods related to visual effects begin to come to the fore. The emergence of global computer networks gives rise to new specific ways and forms of communication of people, different from books, newspapers and television. These methods are now characterized by new forms of personal relationships, new types of their activities, a special way of thinking and self-awareness. The penetration of computer technology into distance learning creates a human-computer relationship.

Currently, the main goal of the education system of the Republic of Uzbekistan is the education and training of creative and highly qualified specialists.

With development in our country, information technologies, technical equipment, energy resources, and environmental changes are becoming more and more globalized and require high skill from specialists. Programs, content, standards and the education system as a whole are being improved. Such rapid changes make it necessary to introduce new technologies for knowledge acquisition, distance learning, project-based learning and media education, that is, learning based on personal creativity.

Today's young people need to be aware of all the news that is happening in the world community in order to become a fully and harmoniously developed person. Distance learning is develop the consciousness of young people forms the skills of self-discipline and self-control. This form of training also saves time and money. Today, in the era of globalization, the knowledge gained in higher education is insufficient for personal development of a person. Therefore, we must act by analyzing this from a high point of view.

It is also worth noting that in the modern world, a teacher who is not able to apply distance learning technologies, who does not know the basics of organizing e-learning, not only loses his competitive advantages in the professional community, but also becomes uninteresting to students, in no small part due to the lack of mobility in communication skills. This is the main requirement of «New time» today.

In conclusion, let's return to the main question: what did distance learning give us? Remote learning gave us the opportunity to independently explore the learning material, master remote management skills, and also...
helped us to develop our own worldview and mobility. During our training, distance learning provides us with the opportunity to acquire skills such as applying the acquired knowledge in practice.

As a result of considering this issue, we can say that any difficulty teaches us something, develops us. The pandemic has also allowed us to improve the quality of vocational education. In addition, distance education meets the standards of family and traditional education. And also, this form of training has become the dream of many people who want to get a second specialty.
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